
 

 

 

Summary 
DeployHub Pro is an agentless Application Release Automation (ARA) solution that performs 

continuous deployment and strengthens the continuous delivery pipeline.  It minimizes one-off 

scripting, models the endpoint delivery environments, manages the application and IT stack, tracks 

and audits the various tasks associated with application delivery process.   DeployHub is dedicated 

to helping our customers master agile’s last mile – the point in which production can participate in 

the continuous deployment process.  This whitepaper will provide a full overview of DeployHub 

and review some of the features that make our ARA solution different from our competitors.   
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Why Choose DeployHub Pro for Continuous 

Deployment and ARA 

A whitepaper review of the advantages of using DeployHub for Deployments over Traditional 

Tooling            By Phil Gibbs, Chief Architect, DeployHub 

  

“In Gartner’s survey of reference 

customers, DeployHub was rated 

strongest on its ability to commit 

and delivery on requested 

enhancements, environment 

modeling and vision…DeployHub 

was rated among the top half of 

vendors in terms of overall 

satisfaction.” Critical Capabilities 

for ARA, 2016 Gartner Report  

file://///rocket/hotwheelsbig/shared/docs/whitepapers/Whitepapers2017/WhyChooseReleaseEngineerforARA.docx%23_Toc471310586
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Primary Features of DeployHub 

  

The following features make DeployHub unique and will be explored in this whitepaper: 

 Agentless Delivery 

 Deployment Version Control with Version Jumping 

 Multi-Team Collaboration 

 Flexible Workflow Processing 

 Continuous Delivery Pipeline  

 Infrastructure Configuration Management Integration 

 Jenkins Integration 

 Continuous Feedback Loop 

 Change Request Tracking for GitHub, Jira and Bugzilla  

 Application and Release Planning Tools 

 Domain Structure 

 
Agentless Delivery 

DeployHub is an agentless release automation solution which uses secure 

transfer protocols to dramatically simplify the implementation of ARA and 

greatly reduce the long-term maintenance cost associated to supporting 

hundreds of end point agents. 

  

 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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DeployHub uses secure protocols such as FTP(S), SFTP/SSH and 

Win/SMB to support its agentless delivery.  DeployHub can deploy to 

many different server platforms including:  Windows, UNIX, Linux, 

iSeries, OpenVMS, Tandem, Stratus, IBM4690, Tru64. 

 

Agentless solutions represent the ‘next generation’ in ARA for many 

reasons.  First, an agentless solution eliminates the costs associated with 

managing agent licenses and the time required to maintain the agents 

themselves. Second, in the datacenter of today, spinning up virtual 

machines, and managing containers with microservices represents a more 

elastic topology versus static topologies of only a few years ago.  With 

today’s more elastic topologies, installing unused agents on each end-

point isn’t efficient in terms of management time and licensing cost.  

 

Deployment Version Control 

DeployHub was designed with an internal version control process that 

has the intelligence to sort out the incremental changes between ANY two 

releases.  Deployment version control, like software version control, 

tracks the incremental changes between each version. DeployHub uses a 

relational database to forward chain the deltas for each software 

deployment, including database alters.  When a deployment occurs, 

DeployHub updates the database to capture the delta.  Deployment 

Version Control makes rolling back, rolling forward or jumping versions 

fast and easy.  

“An elastic topology 

needs to be supported 

without managing an 

agent on each endpoint 

that may or may not be 

needed.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Deployment version 

control, like software 

version control, tracks 

the incremental changes 

between each delta.” 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Version Jumping with Rollback and Roll Forward 

DeployHub uses its Deployment Version Control to support both Roll-

Forward and Rollback technology based on each component of your 

Application.  Rollback is a standard feature of deployments that allows 

the entire application to be returned to the previous state. DeployHub 

takes this concept a step further supporting Roll-Forward and Version 

Jumping. Roll-Forward allows you to execute a deploy that automatically 

upgrades all targets to a single ‘specified’ release. This includes the 

ability to jump across multiple versions and handle all of the required 

intermediate deployment steps. For example, testing might not accept 

every release from the development team. This can cause testing to be 

several releases behind development. DeployHub allows testing to move 

from V1 to V3 and deals with all of the incremental steps, including the 

database changes. No additional manual work is needed. Jumping back 

is just as easy as jumping forward. DeployHub will automatically apply 

the required incremental steps to go from V3 to V1. 

 

 

DeployHub manages the incremental change at the database level and 

the application-level, making it one of the only software deployment 

products on the market that can effectively manage incremental updates 

of multi-tiered applications. Incremental processing of your continuous 

deployment minimizes the need for performing monolithic deployments 

and instead supports agile, continuous delivery where changes are 

moved “forward” or “backwards” on an as needed basis. 

“Roll-Forward allows 

you to execute a deploy 

that automatically 

upgrades all targets to a 

single ‘specified’ release.  

DeployHub knows and 

automatically deploys all 

of the intermediate steps 

required to get your 

targets to the ‘specified’ 

release version.” 

 

 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Multi-Team Collaboration 

Core to improving DevOps is the ability to improve communication 

between development teams, testing teams and operations.  Software 

deployments often involve more than a single group and can impact 

many groups within the enterprise.  DeployHub includes the ability 

to ‘subscribe’ to a particular Application.  When you are a ‘subscriber’ 

you are updated as to the status of the Application including where it 

exists in the Continuous Delivery Pipeline.  A subscriber can make 

comments about an Application that are stored with a particular 

Application Version, making documentation ‘notes’ extremely easy to 

gather and maintain. In addition, a subscriber may have a ‘to do’ that 

is part of a deployment.  In cases where a manual step is required, the 

deployment will be paused until the manual step is completed.  The 

user will be notified of their manual step or ‘to do’ for that 

deployment. 

To help manage a ‘subscribers’ Applications, DeployHub includes a 

‘home’ page for each User.  This page displays tasks a user needs to 

complete, such as required release approvals.  This level of 

collaboration allows teams to track and discuss Applications across the 

entire life cycle.  Getting this conversation out of email chains and 

into a versioned collaboration environment greatly accelerates 

releases and reduces errors. 

 

 

“DeployHub includes 

the ability to ‘subscribe’ 

to a particular 

Application.  When you 

are a ‘subscriber’ you are 

updated as to the status 

of the Application 

including where it exists 

in the Continuous 

Delivery Pipeline.” 
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Flexible Workflow Processing 

DeployHub automates the Application Release at three levels.  The first 

and lowest level is Component Processing.  A Component is a single artifact 

in an Application and includes a workflow process for installing that 

Component.  DeployHub provides a library of common Actions for 

executing deployment logic and eliminating one-off deploy scripts.  

Actions can be shared across the Domain to any Sub-domain for a high level 

of reuse. 

At the next level is the Application workflow processing.  This is where the 

order of installing the Components is defined, including pre and post 

installation requirements.  Actions at this level can be shared to further 

reduce manual scripting.  And at the top level of the workflow logic is 

‘Release’ processing.  A Release manages the installation of many 

Applications and determines the order in which the Applications should be 

deployed.  

 

“A Release manages 

the installation of 

many Applications 

and includes pre and 

post workflow steps, as 

well as the order in 

which the Applications 

should be deployed.” 
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 Continuous Delivery Pipeline 

In addition to managing a detailed Workflow with Actions, DeployHub 

can manage the states of your application life cycle.  A Life cycle Sub-

domain can be created to represent a life cycle state such as 

development, test or production. This life cycle can be used 

independently or mapped directly to your Jenkins Pipeline (Blue Ocean 

or CloudBees).   

 

Your Continuous Delivery Pipeline is defined by the life cycle states.  

Life cycle states allow you to manage an Application across the 

Continuous Delivery Pipeline and track where in the life cycle an 

Application Version resides.  

 

DeployHub includes the ability to assign Tasks to Life Cycle States.  

These tasks can be setup as approvals, approval gates or requests to 

reserve deployment time frames on a Pipeline Calendar.  The Pipeline 

Calendar displays this type of information based on the Environment to 

where the Application is to be deployed. An Application Deployment or 

Release Deployment can be scheduled, triggered or executed on-

demand.   

 

In summary, DeployHub utilizes two different types of Workflow 

management, one which is low-level and impacts the deployment 

processes and the other is at the high-level and serves to manage the 

Continuous Delivery Pipeline process.  These different levels of 

workflow management provide the flexibility and control needed to 

support different automation requirements.  

 

“DeployHub utilizes two 

different types of 

Workflow management, 

one is low-level and 

impacts the installation 

processes and replaces 

manual scripting.  The 

other is the high-level 

promotion of a 

deployment across the 

continuous delivery 

pipeline.” 

 

 

 
 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Infrastructure Configuration Management 

While DeployHub can manage the Application Stack, it looks for 

external solutions for managing the infrastructure layer and cloud 

provisioning (and de-provisioning) of Environments.  DeployHub 

imports Ansible Galaxy Roles to manage the infrastructure layer.  An 

Ansible Galaxy Role is defined as a Component and is available at the 

highest level Domain for sharing with Sub-Domains.  Components defined 

based on an Ansible Galaxy Role can be ‘dragged’ from the reusable 

Components list and ‘dropped’ as a Component to an Application.  For 

example, you can use an Ansible Galaxy Role to set up a CloudStack 

database or stand up a WebSphere Server.    Because DeployHub 

imports Galaxy Roles on start-up, any new Roles will automatically be 

available.  In addition, Chef or Puppet can easily be called as part of the 

Component Item Workflow to perform these infrastructure Layer steps.  

 

“DeployHub imports 

Ansible Galaxy Roles to 

manage the 

infrastructure layer.  An 

Ansible Galaxy Role is 

defined as a Component 

and is available at the 

highest level Domain for 

sharing with Sub-

Domains.” 

 

 

 
 

http://www.deployhub.com/
https://galaxy.ansible.com/
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Jenkins Integration 

DeployHub includes a "Build Engine" object which can be connected to 

a Jenkins server. Each "Build Engine" can have one or more "Build Jobs" 

which relate to a particular Jenkins Project on that Jenkins Server. These 

"Build Jobs" can be linked to one or more components in DeployHub. 

The linking of Components to a Jenkins Build Jobs allows DeployHub 

to track which builds have been performed against which component. 

The Jenkins plug-in can be set to simply "notify" DeployHub that a 

build has been performed.  Since DeployHub knows which Jenkins 

Project is linked to which Build Job and which Component is linked to 

which Build Job, it can track builds for each Component with an 

associated Jenkins Project.  

Should a deployment be performed, DeployHub takes the build 

number into account when determining if a component should be 

deployed. Even if the component version has not changed, a new build 

will result in a re-deployment. Jenkins build logs can be viewed directly 

from inside the DeployHub GUI, minimizing the amount of browser 

activity required to view build details. For example, a user can see a 

build artifact on a target server and open the details of the generating 

build directly from the server details page. 

This information is then tracked in a Continuous Feedback Loop 

providing a clear map of all artifacts associated to a deployment.  

 

 

“The linking of 

Components to a 

Jenkins Build Jobs 

allows DeployHub 

to track which 

builds have been 

performed against 

which component.” 
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“Because 

DeployHub supports 

different bug 

tracking tools (Jira, 

GitHub and 

Bugzilla) and allows 

individual 

components to be 

connected to these 

tools, each 

development team 

can use their own 

preferred Bug 

Tracking tool.” 

“The Continuous 

Feedback Loop 

allows for instant 

visualization of 

the content of the 

deployment, 

traced back to the 

Jenkin Build and 

Change Request 

number. “ 

 

Continuous Feedback Loop 

The DeployHub deployment audits report on a “feedback loop” which 

shows all the components which have changed as part of the deployment. 

The display shows the Build for each component and which defects are 

associated with each Application and/or Component. This allows for 

instant visualization of the content of the deployment, traced back to the 

Jenkin Build and Change Request number.  

 

 

 

Change Request Tracking for GitHub, Jira and Bugzilla 

DeployHub allows popular Change Request tracking tools to be linked to 

Components and Application objects. This allows DeployHub to track 

which defects are being worked on and where they are in the Software 

Development Lifecycle.  

 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Because DeployHub supports different bug tracking tools (Jira, GitHub and 

Bugzilla) and allows individual components to be connected to these tools, each 

development team can use their own preferred Bug Tracking tool. You could 

have a Database Team using Bugzilla whilst the Application Development Team 

uses Jira. DeployHub consolidates all this bug data to show you the current state 

of an application, including all the bugs, their current state and whether the bug 

is "open" or "closed". Each bug is color-coded to give an instant view of the defect 

state.  

DeployHub presents both a list of defects associated with the component or 

application but also a "burn down" chart which shows the bug fix activity over 

time. As bugs are added or closed, the burn-down chart changes at that time. This 

gives an instant view of how quickly defects are being added and/or closed to the 

object giving you instant visibility of progress in bringing the application to a 

release state. The Application view shows the defects associated with the 

application as well as all the defects associated with the constituent components. 

The Release view takes this a stage further and shows all the defects associated 

with all the applications in the Release. The burn down chart for a Release shows 

instantly how close the Release is to being ready for production. It also feeds into 

the new Release Planning tool. 

“Because 

DeployHub 

supports 

different bug 

tracking tools 

(Jira, GitHub, 

Bugzilla) it 

allows individual 

components to be 

connected to 

these different 

tools.”  

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Application and Release Planning 

DeployHub includes an Application and Release Planning tool. Unlike other 

ARA solutions, DeployHub has always had an out-of-the-box ability to allow 

Application Versions to be bundled together into a Release and that Release 

can be deployed just as easily as an individual application. DeployHub 

extends this enterprise-level functionality into the realm of Release Planning. 

A planning tool brings the defect tracking functionality together with 

Environment Calendars in order to present a release planning chart showing 

when each application version in the Release is due into its respective test or 

production environments. Overdue applications (that is, applications that 

were due to be deployed but have not been) are highlighted. 

Each application in the Release Planner is presented with a pie chart which 

shows the number of open vs closed defects – giving an instant view of the 

state of each application in the Release. By viewing the number of open 

defects along with the scheduled testing time for each Application in the 

Release, Production Support Teams can easily make judgements as to 

whether the Release is on track or needs to be restructured or rescheduled. 

 

DMScript Enhancements 

 

“A planning tool 

brings the defect 

tracking 

functionality 

together with 

Environment 

Calendars in order 

to present a release 

planning chart 

showing when each 

application version 

in the Release is 

due into its 

respective test 

environment.” 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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 Models the Environment from the top-down with 

Domains  

Larger organizations need the ability to silo business units and work 

duties.  DeployHub was architected to support this top-down, silo based 

strategy by using Domains.  Domains (like folders) support environment 

modeling based on how businesses are organized.  Our Domain structure 

supports a model which isolates one team from another - each team only 

sees their own Applications, Environments and other resources.  

Additionally, Domains may be nested where top level Domains can share 

Components and workflow logic (Actions, Procedures and Functions) with 

child Sub-domains.  

Our hierarchical Domain structure allows for strategic control of what 

Components are ‘common’ to the Domain while allowing the child Sub-

Domains tactical control over their application release logic and process.  

For example, a Domain could be established within a specific 

geographical location or business unit.  

 

“The Domain model 

supports a "walled 

garden" approach to 

the organization’s 

business structure.  

This “walled garden” 

approach isolates one 

team from another.  

Each team only sees 

their own 

Applications, 

Environments and 

other resources.” 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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 The Global Domain can define common operational Components and 

Actions that can be shared and managed across all Environments.  

Regional or business unit Sub-Domains can self-administer defining 

their own Users, Components and Actions.  Our Domain model allows 

diverse team complete control of appropriate resources within very 

large organizations while keeping the common resources managed 

at the higher level.  Sub-Domains can also define lower level Sub-

Domains as needed. The lowest level Sub-Domains are members of a 

Life Cycle Sub-Domain which creates the SDLC pipeline. 

Competing products do not have the concept of a Domain.  The 

highest order of management is the ‘Application’ level.  These 

competing tools were designed to serve the tactical needs of a Project 

team and were not designed to support the strategic organizational 

planning needs of larger organizations.   

While you can manage multiple Applications with competing tools, 

sharing and re-use between the Applications is limited.  In addition, 

the ability to coordinate multiple Application deployments in a 

“Release Train” is not available.  With DeployHub a ‘Release’ can be 

defined that manages multiple Applications within a single 

deployment.   

 

 

“DeployHub gives you 

the ability to manage 

multiple applications 

in a Release Train – a 

feature not available in 

other ARA solutions.” 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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DeployHub Architecture  

 

While DeployHub has some features that offer big advantages to larger organization, the basic 

features of DeployHub from the Project team perspective are very similar to other solutions.  

Standard to most ARA solutions, an Application is based on one or more Components.  

Components are the individual artifacts that make up the Application.  Components can be shared 

between Applications. There is a Graphical Process Editor that allows you to define your 

Component, Application and Release deployment logic.  Specific parameters are captured in 

‘forms’ for passing to each state of the application’s life cycle.  This allows for managing 

variables such as WebSphere mappings.  Dynamic variables make the process of promoting a 

deployment across the lifecycle very easy.  

Like other solutions, DeployHub supports the concept of Environments to support the modeling 

of the enterprises datacenter to the deployment logic.  Environments are a collection of Servers 

assigned to a defined Role.  Components are also assigned a Role. When a deployment occurs, 

Components are mapped to servers dynamically.   

DeployHub includes a Deployment Calendar. The Calendar is based on an Environment.  All 

Applications assigned to that Environment are represented in the calendar.  The organization of 

Environment Calendars is useful to large organizations where many teams are managing frequent 

deployments across hundreds of Environments.  The Environments are managed by Environment 

‘owners’.  These Owners may approve a deployment when it is gated or block out timeframes 

on the Calendar when no deployments can occur.    

DeployHub’s architecture is based on a web based UI with a Linux Engine that includes a 

relational databases backend (PostgreSQL or Oracle).   A Windows Engine is also available. You 

can configure DeployHub with multiple Deploy Engines for segregating Environments if 

needed. This is useful for large organizations with thousands of endpoints.  DeployHub can 

connect to multiple repository types for retrieving binaries, such as Git, SVN, Maven, file 

system, FTP, etc.  In addition you can connect to any type of data source to pull out parameters 

or other details stored externally.   There is a full set of APIs and a Jenkins Plug-in which allows 

Jenkins to initiate a DeployHub deployment as part of a Continuous Integration Workflow.  

In addition to the above, DeployHub provides History, Inventory and Trend reports and tracks 

all version updates to Components, Workflow Logic and Parameters.  DeployHub can meet the 

toughest of Audit requirements.   It provides a complete audit trail of how the application was 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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packaged and deployed and can link back to Meister to show what source code was used in a 

particular binary that went to production.  

 

Conclusion  

Integrating application Release Automation into your Continuous Integration (CI) workflow is 

required to improve Continuous Deployment (CD).  DeployHub is designed to automate the 

packaging and delivery tasks of CD and in doing so off loads overworked CI servers, 

eliminating manual steps and improving the consistency of software deployments.  

Evaluating Application Release Automation (ARA) solutions can be a complicated process. 

Many solutions can be downloaded at no cost, which leads development teams to define what 

they want to use without taking into consideration the needs of the entire enterprise.  Many 

ARA solutions are written with a single platform and language in mind, Java/Websphere 

running on Linux for example.   

These point ARA solutions may work for a single project team, but can cause issues at the 

enterprise level when the management of multiple teams, using multiple solutions, are funneled 

down to a single Release Team attempting to manage multiple deployments running on 

hundreds of different server environments.   When evaluating ARA solutions, the requirements 

of the Enterprise should be a critical factor. It is these core enterprise requirements that are 

addressed by DeployHub providing a solution that works for both the development teams and 

the central release architects. 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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About DeployHub 

DeployHub delivers highly reusable continuous delivery solutions that allow our customers to 

master agile's last mile. DeployHub® for continuous deployment eliminates the friction in the 

continuous delivery pipeline as code moves between environments  

 

As a 100% self-funded organization, we have the freedom to focus on our customer’s needs, 

delivering innovation in agile DevOps. An investment in our solutions or Professional Services 

forms a ‘technical partnership’ that provides you expertise and support to solve your toughest 

DevOps challenges for today and tomorrow. 

For more information go to www.DeployHub.com 

DeployHub OSS can be downloaded from www.DeployHub.org 

        

Phil Gibbs – Chief Architect, DeployHub 

With over 25 years' experience in IT, Phil has worked on a variety of client sites across the UK and 

mainland Europe. Phil brings his considerable development experience to bear, resulting in the 

design and implementation of a number of innovative products. Whether these products are stand 

alone or add-ons the philosophy behind the design is always the same - to allow the customer to 

maximize their ROI in their IT infrastructure. 
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